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DYNCAT
DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION ADJUSTMENT IN THE TMA

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 893568 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
DYNCAT aims at enabling more environmentally friendly and more predictable flight profiles in the
Terminal Manoeuvring Area, i.e., on approach. To this end, DYNCAT supports the pilots in energy
management through the dynamic computation of the position of configuration and speed change
pseudo-waypoints providing an energy-optimised vertical profile resulting in an idle thrust approach.
The evaluation of the environmental benefits of DYNCAT is based on the test bench flights described
in D3.2. The impact on noise exposure and the fuel consumption was assessed using reference and
DYNCAT trajectories, flown by active Airbus type-rated pilots. Whereas the fuel consumption was an
immediate result of the proven flight model that has been used, the aircraft noise simulations were
done as a subsequent step with a high fidelity aircraft noise simulation tool and the results were
evaluated at the source and on ground.
It has been shown that approach airspeed is the most important variable in terms of noise emission,
as airframe noise is the most dominant sound source. With the use of the DYNCAT function, the
configuration changes could be improved and thus the noise generation reduced. In the specific overenergy situation implemented for the Real-Time Simulation scenario, the excess energy dissipation,
which usually results in a noise increase, occurs at a greater distance from the airport and thus in less
noise-relevant areas. In contrast, for the last 10 Nautical Miles to threshold, noise emissions could be
reduced due to the optimised usage of high-lift devices and a later extension of the landing gears by
up to 1.5 dB(A) with DYNCAT, compared to regular flights. Furthermore, the scattering of noise levels
on the ground could be lowered, indicating that DYNCAT is able to prevent particularly loud events
(outliers).
The evaluation of fuel consumption revealed an average of 5 kg of fuel saving per flight, with a
maximum of 55 kg for a single pilot and subcase. In various cases, the pilots did better than DYNCAT
but generally with a higher speed at the stabilisation point. Similar to the results found in the noise
assessment, not only the average but also the scattering of fuel consumption was clearly reduced with
DYNCAT. Hence, flights using the DYNCAT function can be rated as being more efficient and more
predictable in terms of fuel consumption and noise. As the DYNCAT function tuning clearly impacts the
results, a separate experiment with a more aggressive tuning was conducted and yielded substantially
higher fuel savings, with up to 30 kg per flight.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
DYNCAT aims to improve the situation in the TMA related to noise exposure and fuel consumption. As
part of the Work Package 4 (WP4), which overall aims at quantifying these environmental benefits of
such a solution, the present document provides the environmental benefits analysis. This report is a
result of the task T04.02 (Noise and Pollutants Reduction), that is based on the results of the task
T04.01 (Real-Time Simulation) and is on the previously delivered Implementation Validation Plan
(Deliverable D3.2 [4]). Obviously, the Initial Operational Concept Document (Deliverable D2.4 [7]) and
the Preliminary System High-Level Specification (Deliverable D3.1 [8]) for the prototypical Flight
Management System (FMS) and Cockpit Display System (CDS) functionalities are also inputs for this
document.
The prototype and integration of the DYNCAT capability have been validated through human-in-theloop real-time simulation (RTS) organised on the THALES AVS test bench in Toulouse, with in-service
pilots from different airlines. This validation exercise was performed in close feedback with the
experimental implementation task (T03.02) and the system definition task (T03.01). The corresponding
flight data of the real-time simulations serve as a basis for the present assessment of the
environmental benefits.

1.2 Purpose and structure of the Document
This document presents the assessment and quantification of the environmental benefits obtainable
with the DYNCAT solution. This includes fuel consumption and CO2 emission reduction and the
potential for reducing noise exposure levels at the ground. These evaluations are based on the realtime simulations on the THALES AVS test bench, which are described in D4.1, though the potential for
other scenarios is also discussed.
The first part of the document describes the experimental setup and the generated data, which are
used for the investigations. This includes a summary description of the test scenarios from which the
study data was generated. Furthermore, the meteorological conditions chosen for the RTS scenarios
are described.
This is followed by the aircraft noise analysis, which is performed by means of simulations with the
aircraft noise calculations model sonAIR. Various evaluation methods are used to estimate the possible
noise reduction and the corresponding most relevant flight variables. This includes both the evaluation
at the source, i.e. the noise radiation of the aircraft, and the noise impact on the ground.
Finally, the influence of DYNCAT on fuel consumption is investigated on the basis of the test bench
flights. This includes both a quantitative and a qualitative assessment. In a special case, where DYNCAT
was strongly tuned for fuel savings and not for noise reduction, the potential with changed settings is
evaluated.
In the discussion, the trade-off of fuel consumption and noise reduction is debated and its relation to
the use and settings of DYNCAT.
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1.3 Acronyms
The following table contains a list of acronyms used in this report.

Acronym

Meaning

4D

4 Dimensions (usually x, y, z and time)

AAL

Above Airfield Level

afm

Airframe

AMAN

Arrival Manager System

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCO

Air Traffic Controller

ATM

Air Traffic Management

CDS

Cockpit Display System

D<no.>

Deliverable <no.>

dB(A)

A-weighted Sound Level

DECEL

Deceleration pseudo-waypoint (FMS transition from descent to approach phase)

DTG

Distance to Go

DYN

DYNCAT

DYNCAT

Dynamic Configuration Adjustment in the TMA

eng

Engine

FCU

Flight Control Unit

FGC

Flight Guidance Computer

FL

Flight Level

FMS

Flight Management System

FPLN

Flight Plan

H2020

Horizon 2020

hMSL

Height above Mean Sea Level

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IMB

Integrated Modular Bench

ISA

International Standard Atmosphere

ITA

Indicated Time of Arrival

KCCU

Keyboard Cursor Control Unit

LAE

A-weighted Sound Exposure Level

LAE,t10

A-weighted Sound Exposure Level with a 10 dB-down time

LG

Landing Gears

N1

Rotational Speed of the Low-Speed Spool (Fan Speed)
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Acronym

Meaning

NM

Nautical Miles

PFD

Primary Flight Display

REF

Reference

RTS

Real-Time Simulation

RWY

Runway

SPD BRK

Speed Brakes

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

ToD

Top of Descent

VAPP

Approach Speed

VSIB

Virtual Simulation Integration Bench

WP

Work Package
Table 1: Acronyms used in this report.
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2 Description of the experimental setup on
the cockpit test bench
2.1 Test environment setup and its representativeness
The Thales research test bench in Toulouse supported the real-time pilot-in-the-loop cockpit
simulation and the evaluation of the DYNCAT prototype in March 2022 with 12 active Airbus typerated pilots and one active air traffic controller (ATCO). The ATCO had long-term operational
experience at the DYNCAT reference airport Zurich. The pilots came from four different airlines and
had between 1500 and 12500 flying hours on different aircraft types; all seniority levels from First
Officer to Training Captain were represented.

Figure 1: Cockpit simulation bench (with focus on CDS and FCU).

This bench is a Virtual Simulation Integration Bench (VSIB) with a hybrid configuration. Its
customisation is adapted to the rapid prototyping phase, meaning that new Flight Management
System or Cockpit Display System versions can be deployed quickly to ease the continuity between the
specification and the early validation steps.

Figure 2: Flight Controls devices required for DYNCAT RTS.
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It combines real equipment, such as an A320 family FCU or an A350 KCCU, and simulated items (real
software run on computers), such as the Thales FMS PureFlyt™ or the A321 FGC (Flight Guidance
Computer) and aircraft model. It allows to put the pilots in a familiar environment and thus to get more
realistic behaviours and results.
The RTS plan put the focus on the radar vectoring use cases (cf. Figure 3) that represents the vast
majority of the flights in Zurich [4]. For further details it is referred to Chapter 4 of Deliverable D3.2.
The validation exercises were performed between the 02.03.2022 and 27.03.2022. During this period,
33 flights with DYNCAT (DYN) and 26 reference flights (REF, no support of DYNCAT) were conducted,
with different ATC instructions given for different subcases (cf. Figure 3).
Reference flights without DYNCAT were done before flying the same use case with the DYNCAT
function activated. All scenarios were performed in both lateral and vertical selected mode, with two
different kind of indications from the controller, either a Distance To Go (DTG) or an Indicated Time of
Arrival (ITA). The validation plan enabled to compare the benefits of the DYNCAT solution in these ways
of working.

Figure 3: High-level description of the validation plan.

The pilots were asked about their assessments of the test environment after their participation to the
RTS. Their feedback confirmed the quality of the validation phase for such an exploratory research
phase. They globally considered that the simulation bench hardware and software (input devices,
displays, accuracy of aircraft model, etc.) are sufficiently representative of the real aircraft (cf.
Appendix B for more details on the pilots’ questionnaire).
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Figure 4: Simulation representativeness.

Regarding the scenario, it is directly derived from real flights that deal with an initial condition based
on a high-energy situation on an approach to Zurich Airport runway 14, as analysed earlier in the
project [3]. The scenario is based on a set of real flight data to represent a very operational reference.
However, it should be kept in mind that using a single scenario on a single airport might introduce a
bias in both quantitative and qualitative analyses. So it should be carefully considered before drawing
any conclusion. High high-energy scenario means that the potential and kinetic energy of the aircraft
with regard to the remaining distance-to-go (DTG) requires an approach strategy using additional drag,
e.g. in form of speed brakes. Consequently, there are almost no unnecessary horizontal low-level
segments in the reference flights. The high-energy situation was created by giving the pilot a shortcut
compared to the published arrival procedure (Figure 5). The descent clearance was given by the test
bench ATCO, always leading to the same Top of Descent (ToD) for both the reference flights and the
DYNCAT flights. Additionally, the initial speed was assigned to 270 kts. Speed-altitude trading (e.g.
increasing airspeed for higher energy dissipation) was not allowed in these real-time-simulation trials.
The reference flight profiles would certainly look rather different if the pilots could have chosen the
point of descent by themselves, for instance upon a “Descend when ready” indication from the
controller. In such a case, the reference flights would include not only high-energy profiles but also a
significant amount of under-energy low-level profiles with a significantly higher amount of fuel burn
and noise emission. It must be clearly emphasised that the reference flights chosen are all high-energy
profiles due to the initial conditions selected (same descent point), making the effectiveness of
DYNCAT in reducing noise emission and fuel consumption in a real environment much higher. Despite
this limitation, it is important to keep in mind that the high-energy scenario is the most complex one
to manage for a pilot and a Flight Management System, meaning that it is the right objective at this
stage of the project to demonstrate the capability to solve it.
Furthermore, even if all the results come from a single scenario with a single aircraft in order to comply
with the project budget and constraints, it is important to keep in mind that the overall idea of DYNCAT
is not limited to an A321 FMS function flying a specific approach into Zurich, but that the potential fuel
and noise improvements within today’s ATM operation are very generic.
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Figure 5: Radar vectoring shortcut (magenta = FPLN, green = simulation, credit: Google Earth).

The pilots globally considered that the RTS scenarios are representative of approach operations at
Zurich airport as presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Pilots' assessment of the representativeness of the scenario compared to typical Zurich approaches.

They also considered that the global execution of the experiment (briefing, ATC communication, crew
resource management, etc.) is sufficiently representative for real operations (see Figure 7). It must be
stated that all pilots participating in the real-time simulation had an intrinsic interest in the topic of
aircraft energy management. As a consequence, there is a further bias in the execution of the reference
flight profile most likely being more ‘fuel-elegant’ and ‘noise-elegant’ compared to flight profiles in a
real-world environment with additional external factors (e.g. operational pressure, more
conservativism with regard to aircraft configuration management, etc.).
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Figure 7: Pilots' assessment of the representativeness of the experiment.

Nevertheless, during the experiment, one non-representative behaviour of the test bench was
discovered. Indeed, during the RTS, the deceleration in approach was performed in managed speed
mode. Initially, the autothrust speed target was wrongly linked to the real flaps position instead of
being linked to the flaps lever position. This led to inadvertent engine spool-up situations during highlift device configuration changes in certain flights during day 1 and 2 of the RTS session. This affected
the fuel consumption and the noise emissions and unduly underestimated the benefits of the DYNCAT
solution. Consequently, for the days 3,4 and 5 of the RTS and as illustrated by Figure 8, a workaround
was set up with the pilots: selected speed was used to correctly simulate autothrust managed target
speed with a correct engines spool-up behaviour after configuration changes.

Figure 8: Workaround illustration of the speed target manual setting.

Regarding data recording, the VSIB simulation enables to record any signal transiting the IMB
(Integrated Modular Bench), which is the heart of the simulation. It permits to record the autopilot
signals, the environment parameters, etc. in addition to the FMS raw data. Each parameter required
was recorded every 500 milliseconds and these records were used for the noise analysis and for the
quantitative analysis of the fuel consumption.
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Figure 9: Example of altitude profile record, indicating flaps and LG extension points and SPD BRK use.

Figure 10: Example of speed/thrust profiles record, indicating flaps and LG and extension points and
SPD BRK use.
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2.2 Datasets used for environmental benefits quantification
For the qualitative analysis as documented in Section 4.1, all flights and consequently all pilot’s
feedback are valid. However, for the quantitative analysis of noise and fuel consumption, the dataset
had to be narrowed down:
-

The ITA flights were excluded from the quantitative analysis as they are not directly
comparable to the others because the time management affects the energy management too
much.

-

As a consequence of the problem with the autothrust setting as explained in section 2.1, it was
decided to also remove all the results before RTS day 3 from the quantitative analysis in order
to work on a consistent dataset, which is mandatory from a scientific point of view.

-

In addition, the last flight of the experimental campaign, which was flown with a more
"aggressive" setting in the DYNCAT system (cf. section 4.2.2 for more details), was also
excluded from the analysis, as a single execution was considered not to be reliable from a
statistic point of view.

Hence, only 12 reference (REF) and 12 DYNCAT (DYN) trajectories, from RTS days 3, 4 and 5, which
were flown by six different pilots in the loop, were used for the quantitative analysis.
For the aircraft noise calculations, the complete flight trajectories with all necessary input parameters
for calculations with sonAIR were supplied by Thales. This includes time, the 3D trajectory, attitude
configuration (flaps/slats, landing gears and speed brakes), air density, N1 and groundspeed.

2.3 Meteorological conditions
Given the limited number of participants and consequently the number of simulated flights, it was
decided the keep weather conditions constant for all flights. In order to define a setting with
representative conditions, a statistical analysis of weather data was performed for the area of interest
in a first step.
As a basis, weather simulation data of four years (January 2016 until December 2019) of the most
detailed model of MeteoSwiss, COSMO1, was used. The model yields a representation of the current
status of the atmosphere in a temporal resolution of one hour and a spatial resolution of 1.1 km. Figure
11 shows the area that was included in the analysis, covering a total of 2759 COSMO1 grid points. A
weather statistic was calculated for daytime from 6:00 to 23:00 o'clock local time. As a first step, each
dataset was assigned to a meteorological class, based on the incoming radiation and the wind speed
at 10 m height above ground, as defined in [1]. Table 2 gives the probability of occurrence for all 15
meteorological classes. The class N1 is the most frequent with 11.7 % occurrence, comprising a
neutrally stratified atmosphere with wind speeds at 10 m height between 1 and 2 m/s. For this class
N1, the average temperature at 10 m height is 8.7°C, and the average relative humidity amounts to
79.6%. Figure 12 shows the corresponding wind rose. The dominating wind direction is 250°, covering
within ± 30° 27% of all data points. This corresponds to wind from south-west, which is well suited for
approaches from north to Zurich airport.
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The air pressure profile was derived according to the formulas of the ICAO standard atmosphere (ISA)
[5]. As a first step, the reference temperature at mean sea level T0 was derived, according to Formula
( 1 ). T is the average temperature for the meteorological class N1 (see above) and hMSL is the height
over mean sea level of the measurement station near Zurich airport [6]. At the same location, the
average yearly air pressure of the years 2012 to 2020 was derived (967.0 hPa) to determine p0
according to Formula ( 2 ). With these two formulas, the temperature and air pressure profiles (see
Figure 13) were derived.
(1)

(2)

Figure 11
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Wind speed

Atm. Stability
U
Radiation Balance ≥ 180 W/m2
0 – 1 m/s
3.4

N
7.1

S
≤ -18 W/m2
4.5
15.0

1 – 2 m/s

7

11.7

8.7

27.4

2 – 3 m/s
3 – 5 m/s
> 5 m/s

6.6
7.4
3

9.4
10.5
5.8

6.4
6
2.5

22.4
23.9
11.3

27.4

44.5

28.1

Table 2: Probability of occurrence of different meteorological classes (as percentages). In magenta,
atmospheric stability classes Unstable, Neutral and Stable, and in blue wind speed classes are
given. Class N1 is highlighted

330
320
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3%
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0%
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Figure 12

200 190

180

170 160
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Averaged wind rose for the meteorological class N1 (neutral stratification and wind speeds
between 1 – 2 m/s).

Vertical profiles of wind, temperature and humidity which match the values at 10 m height were
calculated up to a height of 3200 m above ground for mixed ground conditions as given in Table 3.
These profiles were calculated using the functions as defined in [1], taking into account the radiation
balance of the corresponding meteorological class. The calculation of air pressure and temperature
are described above. Figure 13 shows the resulting profile functions up to a height of 300 m.
Albedo [-]

Height of roughness
elements [m]

Energy flux into
the ground [-]

Moisture availability
factor [-]

0.25

2.50

0.2

0.8

Table 3: Properties used for the calculation of the vertical profiles.
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Vertical profiles of wind, temperature, relative humidity and air pressure up to a height of 300 m
above ground.

Meteorology was defined accordingly for the scenario in the test bench. In addition, these settings
were used for the sound propagation modelling as described in Chapter 3.
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3 Aircraft noise analysis based on
simulations
3.1 Simulation and evaluation concept
Empa conducted the aircraft noise simulations with sonAIR, version 8. Further information about
sonAIR can be found in [2].
In the following Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, four types of simulation results and evaluations of the flights
described in Chapter 2 will be shown and analysed:
a) Simulations with a moved along receiver (fix position 1000 ft underneath the aircraft)
Motivation: Noise emission can be analysed at any time during the flight in dependence of all
relevant flight variables. Thus, it can be evaluated how flight parameters influence the noise
emission. It also shows how sensitive the noise model is to certain parameters and how they need
to be adjusted to minimise noise at the source.
The moved along receiver was implemented within the DYNCAT project and is described in detail
in D3.2, Section 4.4.2 [4].
b) Noise maps and differential plots of simulations with straightened trajectories
Motivation: For the assessment of the noise impact for the whole area around the flight trajectory,
an evaluation only for a few distinct receiver points is not sufficient. Therefore, noise maps were
created to show the large-scale noise effects. Contrary to the simulations with the moved along
receiver, the aircraft's height above ground level becomes an important parameter. However,
flights not only differ in height (flight profiles), they also show a lateral dispersion especially during
a curved approach, due to the different timing of the ATC instructions and reaction time of the
pilots. To distinguish between the effect of vertical and lateral dispersion, we straightened the
trajectories of the test bench flights and simulated them as straight approaches in direction of the
runway. Furthermore, to avoid local effects on the ground caused by terrain shielding, ground
elevation and varying ground cover, which are irrelevant for the evaluation of the effect of
DYNCAT, we simulated these straightened flights over flat, uniform ground. This makes the
evaluation of DYNCAT on the noise impact on ground independent of the specific location of the
airport and flight path.
As ground, a flat plane with a constant height above sea level of 1430 ft (RWY height) was used.
The land-cover was uniformly set to grassland. The sound propagation was modelled using the
meteorological input as given in Figure 13.
c) Noise maps and differential plots based on simulations with real trajectories and terrain
Motivation: To investigate possible local effects and to give a realistic picture of the sound
exposure at Zurich airport, noise maps were also produced for the real trajectories, additional to
the straightened trajectories.
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A digital terrain model of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (Swisstopo) was used in a grid
format with 2 m x 2 m resolution. Land-cover data was also taken from Swisstopo and assigned to
eight categories (DenseNaturalGround, SealedArtificialGround, Water, SemidenseMixedGround,
PorousNaturalGround, OpenVegetation, Forest, VerySoftGround). Again, meteorological input as
given in Figure 13 was used.
d) Distributions of sound exposure level at distinct locations on the ground
Motivation: By evaluating single flight events at certain measurement locations, we can analyse
the level distribution at different sections of the trajectories and can further conduct an outlier
analysis. We used the concept of virtual measurement locations und simulated ten receiver points
at distances between 2.3 and 9.7 NM to threshold, directly underneath the flight path, as
introduced in D2.3 [3]. Thereby, the point closest to threshold was not further evaluated in the
analysis as all aircraft are already stabilised at this location and therefore identical results arise.
The sound exposure levels at distinct locations are calculated using the same terrain model and landcover data as for the noise maps. However, the calculations for distinct receiver locations were done
for typical atmospheric parameters at Zurich airport (15 °C, 1013.25 hPa and a relative humidity of
70%), which is the default setting for this kind of simulations. This setting is feasible, as all the receivers
are located directly underneath the flight path, where level changes caused by meteorological
differences are negligible in this case.
The evaluation in Section 3.4 is based on box-whisker-plots; these are graphically explained in the
following Figure 14.

Figure 14: Explanation of a box-whisker plot used within the present report.

The acoustic metric for all noise analyses is the sound exposure level LAE,t10, where t10 is the 10-dBdown-time (event duration between the points 10 dB below the maximum sound level). The sound
exposure level thereby describes the integration of the momentary sound intensity produced by the
aircraft, integrated over time, i.e., over the entire flyover. This quantity is energy proportional and can
therefore be used to calculate long-term averages, which are the basis for noise compliance
evaluations. The 10-dB-down-time is used to facilitate a comparison with measurements, as the latter
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can be affected by interfering noise and therefore the integration time is limited to the part of the
flight that produces highest levels. The difference between LAE and LAE,t10 is typically in the range of
0.1 dB.

3.2 Comparison of test bench flights with a moved along receiver
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the evaluation of all test bench flights with the moved along receiver for
the last 15 NM distance to threshold. In the individual subplots, certain simulation and flight
parameters are shown over the distance to threshold. For the evaluation, the parameters and
outcomes of all DYN flights and all REF flights respectively were averaged over the flight track distance.
The top subplot in Figure 15 shows the total A-weighted sound pressure level with a time weighting
SLOW, i.e., a moving average over 1 s, in a reference distance of 1000 ft. The second subplot shows
the so-called energy share, which is represented as the ratio between airframe noise and total noise.
A value above 0.5 means that the airframe noise is dominant at this time compared to the engine
noise. It is calculated with the following formula:
(1)
, where Lafm is the sound pressure level of the airframe noise model and Leng the sound pressure level
of the engine noise model.
The third subplot shows the percentage difference of N1 and Mach number between the averaged
DYN and REF flight (average DYN flight minus the average REF flight). The bottom subplot shows the
average flight altitude over ground, which has no direct influence on the noise emission but is an
indication of the expected noise exposure on the ground and the energy situation of the aircraft
(potential energy).
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Figure 15: Simulation results with a moved along receiver, for an average flight with and without DYNCAT.
The subplots show the comparison of the emission levels, the energy share, differences in N1 and
Mach number and height above ground level.

Figure 16 shows the same averaged flights as Figure 15, the top subplot showing the level differences
between the DYN minus REF flights. The subplots below show the average setting of flaps, landing
gears and speed brakes.

Figure 16: Simulation results with a moved along receiver, for an average flight with and without DYNCAT.
The first subplot shows the difference in level, the following three subplots compare the
configuration (flaps, gears and speed brakes).

In general, it can be seen that the flights with DYNCAT produce more noise between 12 and 15 NM.
This is mainly due to the higher flight speed. Other flight parameters, like N1 or the aircraft
configuration, were set in a more expedient way in terms of noise for the DYNCAT flights. Thereby, N1
is not of great relevance due to the dominating airframe noise, which is mainly influenced by airspeed.
However, the improved configuration (flaps and speed brakes) of the DYNCAT flights prevent larger
differences in the noise emission.
At about 12 NM, REF and DYN flights exhibit comparable speeds. As for DYN flights, the speed brakes
are not used during this flight section, lower noise emissions result. After 9.5 NM, DYNCAT exhibits a
tendency towards lower Mach numbers, which is beneficial for noise. From about 7.5 to 4 NM, the
landing gears are extended, but later with the use of DYNCAT, which again has a positive effect on the
noise emission.
In summary, the use of DYNCAT leads to an improved use of high-lift devices and in general to lower
thrust settings, which has an overall positive effect on noise. While higher sound radiation takes place
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from 15 to 12 NM, DYNCAT generates equal or lower noise emissions from 12 NM on. The initially
higher airspeed serves to reduce the fuel consumption (see Chapter 4) and reveals a trade-off for noise
reduction. However, this is only in comparison with the RTS (high-energy) reference flights and not
compared to the real-world dataset that would also include low-energy and low-level profiles
rendering the effectiveness of DYNCAT even higher.

3.3 Comparison of noise impact on the ground
Figure 17 shows the level differences between averaged DYN and REF flights for straightened
trajectories (see description in Section 3.1) as a colour map. Additionally, the noise exposure isolines
from 45 to 80 dB are shown to assess the relevance of the level differences at distinct locations.
Furthermore, the points where the first and last flights extend the landing gears are shown. As landing
gears lead to a major increase of aerodynamic noise, this information is helpful to interprete
differences in average levels on the ground during the last section of the trajectory (see also Section
3.2). It is important to note that the trajectories are cut off at approximately 500 ft above ground level,
since there, the fuel consumption recording stops (see section 4.2) and the following part of the flight
is no longer important for assessing the impact of DYNCAT on aircraft noise. This explains why the
noise levels decrease again before reaching the runway.

Figure 17:
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In closer areas to the runway (up to 10 NM) the flights are quieter with the use of DYNCAT. The reasons
for this have already been mentioned in the analysis of the moved along receiver. From approximately
15 to 10 NM distance to the runway, the DYN flights generate more noise due to the higher average
speed. However, due to the lower noise exposure levels in this area (< 80 dB), these differences
become less relevant. At distances further away than 18 NM, DYNCAT again yields lower levels.
However, the absolute levels in this area are already very low, typically hardly emanating from
background noise. sonAIR has not been validated in this area and an increased model uncertainty has
to be expected. Consequently, the resulting differences may not be reliable.
The following Figure 18 shows the difference plot between the averaged DYN and REF flights for the
real 3D test bench trajectories (see description in section 3.1).

Figure 18: Differential plots (DYN-REF) and noise contours of sound exposure level at the ground for 3D test
bench trajectories.

Compared to the simulation of the stretched trajectories in Figure 17, there are additional effects due
to the lateral displacement of the trajectories and the local terrain situation. DYN flights show a lower
lateral dispersion during curve flight (see Figure 34 on page 40), which in general leads to higher levels
directly underneath the flight path, but a stronger attenuation towards the side, i.e., narrower noise
contours. This effect however is barely visible in noise map of Figure 18.
Since DYN flights have over long distances lower altitudes on average (see Figure 15), the emitted
sound is partially shielded by terrain, which accounts for level differences of up to 11 dB (dark blue
areas). This however takes place in areas with very low sound exposure level.
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The legally relevant noise contours for the Swiss airports match approximately the sound exposure
contour of 80 dB, with a distance to threshold of approximately 10 NM. In most parts inside these
contours, DYNCAT yields lower sound exposure levels, with a reduction compared to the reference
flights of up to one decibel.

3.4 Analysis of level distribution and outliers
The previous assessment of reference and DYNCAT flights was based on averaged differences.
However, an essential claim of DYNCAT is its ability to prevent outliers and therefore to avoid
particularly noisy events. This will be investigated in this section.
Figure 19 shows box-whisker plots of the noise exposure levels at the measurement points underneath
the flight trajectory described in Section 3.1, for REF (grey) and DYN (blue) flights. The x-axis represents
the respective measurement point numbers and their distance to the threshold. The measurement
point numbers are the same as for the validation simulations in D2.3, Chapter 3.3 [3].

Figure 19: Box-whisker plots of REF vs DYN flights at measurement locations as described in D2.3 [3].

The height of the box can be interpreted as a good indicator for scattering. Consistent over all
measurement locations, it can be seen that the levels scatter less with DYNCAT compared to the
reference flights. The only exception is location 5, situated 5.6 NM from threshold, an area in which
landing gears are typically extended for the DYNCAT flights (see Figure 16). The landing gears extension
occurs slightly earlier for the reference flights, which is also shown by a clearly larger scatter at
measurement point 6. Since the landing gears are extended at different distances to threshold, both
for REF and DYN flights, the scattering at these locations becomes larger. At measurement point 8, all
simulated test bench flights are already stabilised and the scatter is therefore very low.
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3.5 Representativeness of RTS reference flights compared with realworld flights
As an additional analysis, it was investigated how representative the reference flights, performed on
the test bench, are compared to real-world flights. For that purpose, we analysed the real flights
described in D2.3 [3], which were used for the composition of the operational flight data. These
approaches to RWY 14 at Zurich airport were performed with Airbus A320-214. These flights are not
directly comparable to the test bench flights, as the latter were performed with an A321, an aircraft
that is slightly larger and on average heavier than the A320 and therefore somewhat louder. In Figure
20, configurational changes are compared between the real flights (N = 663) and the reference flights
on the test bench (N = 12), to see how similar approach procedures are. It can be seen that the mean
distance where flaps 4 (flaps full) is set and landing gears are extended is roughly the same, but in the
case of the real flights an increased amount of outliers is visible. However, this might be a consequence
of the larger number of flights and it can be assumed that with a larger number of test bench flights,
also a larger number of outliers would result. The flaps 4 stage is exemplary for the other flaps stages,
where a very similar pattern can be seen. For the landing gears extension, the scattering of the test
bench flights is slightly lower (smaller box).
To conclude, it can be stated that there are no indications that the pilots performed systematically
differently during the test bench experiments compared to real flight situations regarding the flaps
handling, but slightly better regarding the landing gears extension. In terms of noise, more outliers are
therefore expected for the real flights, which are most likely to be prevented by the use of DYNCAT.

Figure 20: Box-whisker plots showing the distance to threshold for setting of Flaps 4 and landing gears
extension, for real flights (A320) and test bench reference flights (A321).
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4 Fuel consumption analysis
As stated in the Deliverable D4.1 “Prototype Validation Report”, the pilots expect that such a solution
will help to save fuel and to reduce the noise emissions. One purpose of the piloted Real-Time
Simulation exercise was to demonstrate that some environmental benefits can be achieved not only
at Zurich airport but also everywhere else, by assisting the pilots in the energy management task.
This chapter describes the simulations means in order to ascertain a realistic confidence level in the
results, before presenting the qualitative and quantitative analyses of the fuel consumption.

4.1 Qualitative analysis
Preliminary note: All the figures in this section from Figure 22 to Figure 41 rely only on the flights from
days 3/4/5 of the RTS exercise, as explained above (see section 2.2).
Even if different aircraft types have different procedures for flaps sequencing (e.g. different number
or names for flap positions, possibly different methods for choosing the landing configuration,
definitely different maximum speeds for the individual flap positions), this section will explain why the
DYNCAT concept is not aircraft dependent. All sub-capabilities that have been implemented are
transposable in other contexts with other aircraft, in other TMAs. Thus, it is important to keep in mind
that this qualitative analysis is generic and could perfectly be applied to other aircraft types even if it
relies on A321 aircraft simulated flights.
First of all, it is interesting to have a look on the pilots’ feelings about the benefits after the RTS session.
Most of them think that the existing DYNCAT prototype can already bring some fuel benefits during
the approach by avoiding short-term thrust increases. They are even more confident about a system
such as the tested one when properly developed (‘final system’ in Figure 21).

Figure 21: Pilots' assessment, whether they expect the prototype (on the left) and the final system
(on the right) to save fuel.

In real life as in the experimentation, any degree of freedom given to the pilot can lead to a different
profile because it might impact the energy dissipation management during the arrival phase. So even
with the same Top of Descent and the recommendation to use the same managed speed with or
without DYNCAT, some strategies observed were conservative whereas some others were more
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aggressive during the RTS. This is exactly the mirror of the real operations in which each airline and
each pilot may implement different ways to reach the same stabilisation objective.
In this context, DYNCAT aims to generalise the best practices and to support the spread reduction.
However, during the RTS sessions, pilots were able to use the speed brakes at their discretion, even
before the corresponding FMS message popped up, if they judged it relevant. This explains why there
is still a vertical spread with DYNCAT during the open idle descent (cf. Figure 22), because some pilots
preferred to reduce the potential energy as soon as they received the DTG indication whereas some
others waited for the “extend speed brakes” message to pop up as the last line of defence.
In the cases in which the pilots decided to use the speed brakes as soon as they have some relevant
vertical deviation, the PFD symbol on the altitude scale helps to use only the exact needed amount of
speed brakes, and thus to produce no more than the required drag to absorb the excess energy. This
is the reason that mainly explains why the altitude spread is reduced by a factor of three thanks to the
DYNCAT function (cf. Figure 23).

Figure 22: Arrival altitude profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights.
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Figure 23: Arrival altitude profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles.

It can be noted that by being more directive with the pilots, through the training for instance, and
urging them to use the speed brakes only when a message pop-up, it might reduce even more the
altitude spread.
One major benefit of not using too much speed brakes is that it permits to avoid inadvertent level
flights that are fuel consuming before the glide slope interception. In addition, better controlling the
altitude profile enables to better control the speed profile as well.
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Figure 24: Arrival speed profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights.

For instance, having a look at the Figure 24 that represents the full arrival speed profile, there is still a
dispersion with DYNCAT for the speed limit deceleration. This is because this particular speed
restriction is directly linked to the altitude of the aircraft which is affected by the use of the speed
brakes as explained before. As a reminder, the regulatory objective is to be at or below 250 knots
below FL 100 (applicable for most operators).
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Figure 25: Arrival speed profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles.

Excluding this variation that is the direct reflection of the altitude spread linked to the speed brakes,
there is a large improvement in the approach deceleration which is the one to the final approach
speed. DYNCAT enables to get an equal DECEL point whereas the spread is greater than 10 nautical
miles without DYNCAT. Of course, having a correct DECEL point is required to stabilise the aircraft for
landing from one hand, but it is also mandatory to have a continuous deceleration and thus, to save
some fuel by avoiding the engines spool-up.
Figure 26 shows the full arrival thrust profile. From the Top of Descent to flaps extension, all flights,
with or without DYNCAT, were in idle, flying in Open mode. The small variations on this part are directly
linked to the altitude profiles variations, which depends on the different usages of the speed brakes to
absorb the excess of potential energy.
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Figure 26: Arrival thrust profiles: reference vs DYNCAT flights.

From the first flaps extension to 1000 feet AAL, the theoretical objective is to stay in approach idle
thrust, which is a bit higher than the descent idle thrust in order to enable faster engine response in
case of a go-around. But maintaining approach idle is a big challenge and might even not be possible
according to the energy state of the aircraft at the beginning of the approach.
During the final deceleration, each configuration shall be extended at the best moment to avoid any
engine spool-up and to be stabilised at 1000 ft AAL, preferably not above, and definitely not below.
This is exactly the purpose of the DYNCAT solution to support this continuous deceleration in order to
minimise the thrust used in this complex and very demanding flight phase. The RTS results (cf. Figure
27) prove that the system proposal of the pseudo-waypoints location really helps to reduce the local
rises and keep idle thrust. Indeed, the flaps extension points proposed by the system really help the
pilot to limit the engine spool-up caused by the current aircraft design with autothrust target speed
significantly above the minimum speed VLS of the actual configuration, particularly in F1 configuration
(slats only).
The results (cf. Figure 26 and Figure 27) also show that the switch from idle to approach idle thrust
setting is earlier without DYNCAT function and this is due to the flaps 1 extension point that is much
more accurate with DYNCAT function activated (cf. Figure 28). Also, the stabilisation at 1000 ft AAL is
better achieved with DYNCAT function (cf. Figure 27). This confirms the pilots’ feeling (cf. Figure 21)
that such a function will bring some fuel and noise benefits by assisting the crew in the energy
management tasks.
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Figure 27: Arrival thrust profiles: zoom on the last 25 nautical miles.

Looking at the flaps 1 and 2 extension points helps to understand why DYNCAT is so beneficial to
support the energy management task. Indeed, setting these configurations to get the best aircraft
performance all along the approach is a very complicated task, for which system support is very helpful
as many parameters need to be considered (flight path angle, mass, speed, altitude, meteorological
conditions, etc.). The Figure 28 and the Figure 29 illustrate that DYNCAT enables to highly reduce the
spread for these two pilots’ actions that are decisive for the fuel consumption.
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Figure 28: Flaps 1 dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).

Figure 29: Flaps 2 dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).

In addition, DYNCAT solution helps to delay the landing gear extension as much as possible (cf. Figure
30) without affecting the stabilisation at 1000 ft AAL.
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Figure 30: Landing gear dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).

However, the results are much more mixed for flaps 3 and flaps full extension on which DYNCAT impact
is not clearly visible (cf. Figure 31 and Figure 32). This result is probably linked to the grouping of the
landing gear with flaps 3 and flaps full, and might be further improved in future work.

Figure 31: Flaps 3 dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).
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Figure 32: Flaps full dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).

In addition, as explained before, better controlling the altitude profile enables to better control the
speed profile. Thus, it makes the lateral profile more reliable as well (cf. Figure 33 and Figure 34),
specifically when the lateral managed modes are not available because radar vectoring is employed.
Indeed, the turn radius directly depends on the ground speed, so having better speed profile
predictions helps to have a more relevant 4D trajectory, and this is a virtuous circle with regards to the
fuel consumption as the accuracy of the data increases the savings.

Figure 33: Lateral path dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).
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Figure 34: Lateral path dispersion in intermediate approach with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).

As a conclusion on the qualitative analysis of the fuel consumption, the DYNCAT solution supports
better FMS predictions and more deterministic 4D trajectories (cf. Figure 35). And the better the FMS
predictions, the more accurate will be the cues that support the pilot in the energy management task,
and the more important the expected fuel savings. As a consequence, the expected fuel benefits are
very linked to the ATC data accuracy and way of working (e.g. DTG vs ITA information exchange). This
raises the need for an ATC/AMAN involvement in the next steps of the work with a representative
traffic flow to confirm the concept usability and its extensibility to other terminal airspaces.

Figure 35: 3D trajectories dispersion with and without DYNCAT (credit: Google Earth).
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4.2 Quantitative analysis
First of all, it is important to remind that a piloted Real-Time Simulation has been preferred to a FastTime Simulation in order to have a much better confidence in the concept evaluation from the human
perspective, which was the most important point at this stage of such an exploratory research project.
Thus, the following quantitative analysis must be considered as a very preliminary assessment of the
potential benefits because of the very limited number of flights performed.
In this context, this section presents the fuel comparison between the reference and the DYNCAT
flights, and introduces a way to increase the benefits thanks to the function tuning.

4.2.1 Reference vs DYNCAT flights comparison
Before making any comparisons between the reference and the DYNCAT flights, it is important to have
a look at the initial and the final conditions of the records. They need to be identical for all the flights
included in the analysis. To fulfil this condition, a point in cruise before RAVED was chosen as the initial
point, and a point at 500 ft AAL was chosen as the final point. This ensured that the differences in
conditions are negligible in terms of energy, including altitude, speed, mass and thrust.

Figure 36: Initial and final total energy conditions of the records.

Once this condition is satisfied, as confirmed by the plots in Figure 36 it is also important to keep in
mind that there might be some biases linked to the pilot skills and to the test environment.
Indeed, the panel of pilots was probably over-qualified compared to the mean skills of the pilots.
Almost all of them were very experimented in the Zurich approaches, and most of them are particularly
interested in the energy management topic, some having an aeronautical engineering degree or even
a performance instructor background.
In addition, before the evaluation, the pilots were reminded that the objective of the RTS was to
evaluate a green energy management assistance system with regards to fuel consumption, noise
footprint, and stabilisation criteria. This might have introduced a bias as some pilots might have
consciously or unconsciously decided to compete with the system with the underlying idea to prove
that a system is not as good as a pilot, hence not being as conservative as they might be in real
operations with more than a hundred passengers on board, and a real risk of a go-around.
Thus, it can be reasonably imagined that the observed benefits underestimate the real potential of
such a solution that would assist the crew in the energy management task in real operations.
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As a reminder, as presented in the Section 1, half of the results have been removed from the analysis
for the quantitative analysis due to a bench limitation. All the results, including the ones removed are
presented in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Fuel consumption and approach speed error at 1000 ft AAL records.

In the remaining results, an average of 5 kg of fuel saving per flight has been observed. For a single
pilot and subcase, 55 kg of fuel saving has been measured as a maximum.
In various cases, the pilots did better than DYNCAT but generally with a higher speed at 1000 ft AAL.
Again, there might be a bias on this sample as the pilots were highly skilled for the energy management
task, and might have tried to « beat the system » in this simulated environment. It would most likely
be different in real operations with much more flights, even more considering a pilot that performs
different legs in a day, with the cumulated fatigue that naturally leads to take even more margins.
Another important point is that DYNCAT not only reduces the average fuel consumption, but also the
amplitude variations by eliminating the outliers. Indeed, the reproducibility of the function results is
very good. DYNCAT reduces the standard deviation and makes globally the flights more efficient and
more predictable in terms of fuel consumption (cf. Figure 38).
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Figure 38: DYNCAT positive impact on fuel consumption.

The repeatability of the results coupled to the observation that some pilots are more aggressive than
DYNCAT led to conduct to one more experiment at the end of the RTS week. This specific flight is
presented in the next section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Aggressive tuning
By the end of the RTS week, a single simulated test flight with a more aggressive tuning of the FMS
data was performed. Indeed, considering that DYNCAT enables to reduce the fuel consumption
standard deviation, the idea was to adapt the tuning in order to evaluate the capability to move down
the fuel consumption. One objective was to better consider the Automatic-Thrust function behaviour
(observed during the whole RTS week) in the FMS predictions.
The result confirmed that there is a room for improvement by adapting the tuning of the DYNCAT
function. The fuel consumption was about 243 kg, which was the lowest value recorded among all the
DYNCAT tests. This result represents a potential saving of about 30 kg of fuel per flight compared to
the mean reference value (273 kg), which represents -11% in the arrival phase. It could even be more
considering the bias of the reference due to very good skills of the pilots involved and the fact that a
simulation environment is not as stressful as the real operations are. However, the tuning was maybe
too aggressive as the speed error at 1000 ft AAL was about 8 kts whereas being below 5 knots would
be preferable.
Of course, drawing any conclusion at this stage is premature, but this is an encouraging result. It shows
that there is a simple way to adapt the function performance by tuning some FMS factors without
affecting the high-level principles and the algorithms. Indirectly, this confirms the relevance of the cues
proposed to the pilots to support the energy management task, the efficiency of the function being
possibly tuned without changing the information displayed.
The Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41 present respectively the altitude, speed and thrust profiles of
this more aggressive flight among the previous ones.
The altitude profile is continuous and globally steeper than the other DYNCAT ones, but shallower than
some reference flights.
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Figure 39: DYNCAT aggressive altitude profile (in purple).

The approach deceleration is also continuous and delayed compared to the other DYNCAT speed
profiles, but again earlier than some reference flights.

Figure 40: DYNCAT aggressive speed profile (in purple).
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This aggressive flight shows a potential to be even closer to a full idle profile from the Top Of Descent
to the destination in lateral and vertical selected modes, without any engine spool-up.

Figure 41: DYNCAT aggressive thrust profile (in purple).

One of the two pilots involved this day judged this flight as “very promising” for the future of the
DYNCAT solution. He considers that the project is on a very good track with even more potential than
realised by now.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Framework and constraints
The evaluation of the environmental benefits of DYNCAT is based on test bench flights, i.e., a piloted
Real-Time Simulation, as this yields better confidence in the concept evaluation from the human
perspective. A limitation of this approach, for example compared to Fast-Time Simulations, is the
limited number of flights that can be performed and the number of real-world situations that can be
covered. Thus, the current quantitative analysis must be considered as a very preliminary assessment
of the potential benefits.
Second, the panel of pilots was probably over-qualified compared to the mean skills of the pilots.
Almost all of them were very experimented in the Zurich approaches, and most of them are particularly
interested in the energy management topic, some having an aeronautical engineering degree or even
a performance instructor background. In addition, before the evaluation, the pilots were reminded
that the objective of the RTS was to evaluate a green energy management assistance system with
regards to fuel consumption, noise footprint and stabilisation criteria. This might have introduced a
bias as some pilots might have consciously or unconsciously decided to compete with the system with
the underlying idea to prove that a system is not as good as a pilot, by not being as conservative for
the reference flights as they might be in real operations with more than a hundred passengers on
board, and a real risk of a go-around.
Thus, it can be reasonably imagined that the observed benefits underestimate the real potential of
such a solution that would assist the crew in the energy management task in real operations.

5.2 Noise assessment
The simulations with the moved along receiver revealed the driving flight variables regarding changes
in noise emission. As the airframe noise is mainly dominant during approaches, the aircraft's speed
and the configuration changes are most relevant. Changes in N1 only play a minor role, but still
contribute to the total aircraft noise. From 10 NM distance to TD, DYNCAT is able to reduce the noise
emission due to the optimised usage of high-lift devices and a later extension of the landing gears by
up to 1.5 dB(A). At a distance from 10 to 17 NM to threshold, flights with using the DYNCAT function
are in the same order of magnitude louder due to the increased airspeed. The latter is an effect of the
trade-off between fuel consumption and noise reduction. Using DYNCAT, it would indeed be possible
to minimise noise by decreasing airspeeds in this flight section, but at the cost of higher fuel
consumption (see Section 5.4).
The noise maps confirm the identified differences in level and show additional effects due to the height
above ground and the lateral dispersion, which is also reduced for flights with DYNCAT. A comparison
with the legally relevant noise contours of Zurich airport shows that DYNCAT yields noise reductions
in this area while the areas with increased noise level for DYNCAT lie outside these contours, further
away from the airport.
Finally, the noise simulations at the specific virtual measurement locations show that the noise levels
generally scatter less with DYNCAT compared to the reference flights. This shows that these flights are
also much more controlled and less scattered in terms of noise as a consequence of using DYNCAT.
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Due to the relatively small number of reference flights, the question arises how representative these
flights are compared to real flight conditions. This was investigated in this case by analysing the
configuration changes and the extension of the landing gears. It was found that the reference flights
of the RTS session are quite representative of real flight conditions, whereas with a higher number of
flights a significantly higher number of runaways can be expected (in relation to earlier configuration
changes, which has a negative effect on noise generation).

5.3 Discussion fuel consumption evaluation
The evaluation of fuel consumption revealed an average of 5 kg of fuel saving per flight. For a same
pilot and subcase, up to 55 kg of fuel saving were measured as a maximum. In various cases, the pilots
did better than DYNCAT but generally with a higher speed at 1000 ft AAL.
Similar to the results found in the noise assessment, not only the average but also the scattering of
fuel consumption was clearly reduced with DYNCAT. Hence, flights using DYNCAT can be judged as
being more efficient and more predictable in terms of fuel consumption and noise. This high level of
reproducibility in all aspects, like speed profiles, is in general beneficial for ATC, as it increases
predictability and plannability.
The previous results are very closely related to the tuning of the solution, which can be adapted to be
more representative of the real aircraft (or theoretical model) performances. A separate experiment
with a more aggressive tuning of DYNCAT yielded even substantially higher fuel savings. The fuel
consumption was about 243 kg, which was the lowest value recorded among all the DYNCAT tests. This
result represents a potential saving of about 30 kg of fuel per flight compared to the mean reference
value (273 kg), which represents -11% in the arrival phase. This result confirms that there is a room for
improvement by adapting the tuning of the DYNCAT function in the future.

5.4 Trade-off between fuel consumption and noise reduction
DYNCAT has proven its ability to reduce noise and save fuel at the same time. However, in a further
tuning of DYNCAT, one has to be aware of a potential conflict between these two optimisation goals.
A perfect strategy to minimise noise would be to first reduce speed and only secondly height, as high
speeds lead to higher levels of airframe noise and sound exposure increases with decreasing distance,
and thus with altitude loss and high-lift devices extension. In contrast, saving fuel might be achieved
by reducing the flight time, as the engines consume fuel even when being in idle. However, DYNCAT
solution helps to save fuel by maximising the idle thrust first, whereas the flight time can be seen as
the impact of the ATCO constraints that affect the energy state of the aircraft which drives the speed
profile adaptation. Consequently, a strategy optimised solely for fuel consumption would aim at
reducing height first and speed later, being in idle all the time. In the end, only a Pareto optimum
between these two criteria can be found along a minimal curve as schematically depicted in Figure 42.
All points on the curve are Pareto efficient, meaning it is not possible to improve one criterion (e.g.
fuel) without negatively affecting the other one (in this case the noise). The advantage of a system like
DYNCAT is that flights that are not Pareto efficient can be avoided, reducing noise emission and/or fuel
consumption for a multitude of flights. In addition, DYNCAT allows to actively choose a situationspecific optimum along this minimal curve. Hence, it is possible to decide for certain arrival routes or
time windows, for example at night, whether noise reduction or fuel consumption should be weighted
higher.
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Figure 42: Exemplary optimum curve and generic events (blue dots) for noise and fuel of approaches.

The specific trade-off is a matter of definition, with the ATCO’s instructions possibly promoting or
preventing certain extremes but the optimum being determined by the onboard system based on a
suitable cost function. As fuel and direct cost go into the same direction, the airline’s choice will usually
be the faster but noisier option. However, this choice could be influenced e.g. by noise-dependent
navigation fees (charging measured noise instead of a flat fee according to the noise category of the
aircraft). DYNCAT’s current setting already yields a reasonable compromise, allowing for higher speeds
in greater distance from the airport, where noise is not that crucial, but aiming at low sound exposure
during the last part of the flight.
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Appendix A

Detailed dataset description

A.1 Event list description
Name

Unit

Description

EventID

Unique event ID consisting of ID_<datetime>_<Type>_<Messung>

DirName

Event folder name

WAVName

Audio file name (wav-File)

PfadAudio

Local path to raw audio file at Empa

Datzeit

Datetime

Timestamp when the aircraft passed by the microphone (local time)

TDAB

Datetime

Timestamp at TouchDown (TouchDown/AirBorne Time) in local
time. Such string can be found in the radar data to merge both data
sources

BID

Flight ID from processed movement list

AREG

Aircraft Registration / Call Sign from processed movement list

Flugzeugtyp

ICAO type of the aircraft

Typ_FZAG

Complete aircraft type designation from processed movement list

Destination

Destination airport of the flight

TW_AREG

Complete engine type designation from processed movement list

Typ_Engine

Empa-type of the engine (sonAIR grouping)

Flugnr_ICAO

ICAO flight number

Airline_Code

ICAO airline code

ATOW

kg

Actual take-off weight (empty for approach)

MTOW

kg

Maximum take-off weight

Emissionsmodell

Noise emission model sonAIR

TrajektorieFDR

ID of FDR data

TrajektorieRDR

ID of radar data

Messung

Approach/Departure and runway name, e.g. A14

Kampagne

Name of the measurement campaign

Route

Route name

Subroute

Subroute, e.g. Standard Instrument Departure

Gate

Gate used to determine "Datzeit"

Messpunkt

Name of measurement point

IndexMP

Number of measurement point

Netbox

Netbox-designation of the measurement station

MeteoSchweizTsurface
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MeteoSchweizT5cm

°C

Air temperature at 5 cm above grass; current value (MeteoSwiss)

MeteoSchweizT2m

°C

Air temperature 2 m above ground; current value (MeteoSwiss)

QFF

hPa

Pressure reduced to sea level (QFF); current value (MeteoSwiss)

QFE

hPa

Pressure at station level (QFE); current value (MeteoSwiss)

RelHum

%

Relative air humidity 2 m above ground; current value
(MeteoSwiss)

WindSpeed

m/s

Wind speed scalar; ten minutes mean (MeteoSwiss)

WindDir

°

wind direction; ten minutes mean (MeteoSwiss)

Precip_30min

Mm

Niederschlag der letzten 30 min (MeteoSwiss)

SnowHeight

-

Snow height (MeteoSwiss)

GlobRad

W/m^2

global radiation; ten minutes mean (MeteoSwiss)

LASmax

dB(A)

Maximum A-weighted level of the event (time constant Slow=1s)

LAE

dB(A)

Measured sound exposure level of the event

LAEt10

dB(A)

Measured sound exposure level during 10 dB-downtime

LengthMainEvent

S

Time of the event without any unwanted noise

usable

Boolean

Marker if the measured event is usable or not (due to missing
sound file, unwanted noise etc.)

gut

Boolean

Additional marker, not used so far

Grund

Reason for events with usable=0

Cavity_tone

Boolean

Marker if the cavity tone at the lower side of the wings, generated
at the fuel overpressure ports, was found in the acoustic
spectrogram or not. (Swiss aircraft were automatically set to 0, as
all aircraft were equipped with the airflow deflector retrofit)

A.2 Acoustic data description
Name

Unit

Description

Lpspec

dB

Short-term Leq time histories with 50 ms interval for each of the 26 one-third
octave bands in f (unweighted)

Lpsmooth

dB

Smoothed Leq time histories with a moving average of 1s, which was used to
determine individual time intervals of levels above background noise
(unweighted)

Name

Name of the measurement point

Ereignis

Unique name of the event

Mic

Number of the measurement point

f

Hz

Mid-frequencies of the used one-third octave bands

LAS

dB(A)

A-weighted level-time-history LAS with time constant Slow=1s

t50

s

Relative time of Lpspec
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tabs50

datetime

Absolute time of Lpspec

int

s

Time interval of each one-third octave band, in which the level is 6 dB above
the background noise. In addition, a level variation higher than 6 dB would
have been identified as unwanted noise, which shortens the interval.
-Not used-

ind

Index of time interval int
-Not used-

A.3 Meteo data format and parameter
Format:
stn yyyyMMddHHmm
stn Station abbreviation
y
Year
m
Month
d
Day
h
Hour
m
Minute
Times in UTC:

0040 UTC = 02:40 Summer time = 01:40 Winter time

Observation interval for hourly values, unless otherwise indicated in the parameter description: HH = (HH1):01 - HH:00
Example: 13 = observation period 12:01 to 13:00
Missing values are marked with '-'
Quality information: The key to quality information can be found under:
https://gate.meteoswiss.ch/idaweb/text/datenqualitaet_legende_de.pdf

Name

Unit

Description

nsh000s0

octas

amount of all cloud of type CICm (WMO2700)

gre000z0

W/m²

Global radiation; ten minutes mean

chh000s0

Code

Height above station of the base of the lowest clouds

ch2000s0

Code

Height over station of the middle cloud base

ch3000s0

Code

Height over station of the top cloud base

ch1000s0

Code

Height over station of the lowest cloud base

ch4000s0

Code

Height above station of the most important (4) cloud layer

prestas0

hPa

Pressure at station level (QFE); current value

pp0qffs0

hPa

Pressure reduced to sea level (QFF); current value
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pp0qnhs0

hPa

Pressure reduced to sea level according to standard atmosphere
(QNH); current value

tre200s0

°C

Air temperature 2 m above ground; current value

tre005s0

°C

Air temperature at 5 cm above grass; current value

tresurs0

°C

Air temperature at surface; current value

rre150z0

mm

Precipitation; ten minutes total

ure200s0

%

Relative air humidity 2 m above ground; current value

vhoauts0

m

visibility; automatic measurement

sre000z0

min

Sunshine duration; ten minutes total

nto000sw

octas

SYNOP: total cloud cover (WMO 2700)

tde200s0

°C

Dew point 2 m above ground; current value

fkl010z0

m/s

Wind speed scalar; ten minutes mean

dkl010z0

°

wind direction; ten minutes mean

Contact of data owner
Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology, MeteoSwiss
Operation Center 1
Postfach 257
8058 Zürich-Flughafen
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Appendix B
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Pilots’ questionnaire
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